ticularly in the injured knee. The development of years of experience by the authors with a clarity of style arthroscopic surgical techniques has proved to be and conciseness of description that should leave the difficult and sometimes exasperatng, but the rewards in reader in no doubt of the value, interpretation, and terms of rapid rehabilitation have been most gratifying performance of the tests described. The authors have This book is the most comprehensive text so far on successfully combined theoretical background material, the subject of arthroscopic surgery. It s clearly written presented with a commendable absence of indigestible in an easy-to-read style and extremely well illustrated, detail, with a straightforward easy-to-follow description After a brief history of arthroscopy and arthroscopic of the essential methodology. This is an important book and represents the first commonly come to be regarded as fact is most refreshing. comprehensive text on arthroscopic surgery. Reading it For example, in the beautifully illustrated opening will not permit the skilled arthroscopist to become an chapter by Professor Ghadially on the structure and arthroscopic surgeon overnight, but it should provide function of articular cartilage the well-publicised view the inspiration to achieve that end.
that the surface of normal articular cartilage is ridged A. J. HALL and undulate is challenged convincingly. Equally, the chapter by Drs Simkin and Nilson on trans-synovial exchange of large and small molecules details some of Immunological Investigation of Connective Tissue Disease. the difficulties of assessing the access of therapeutic By L. E. Glynn and C. A. Reading. Pp. 98. £15-00. agents to joint tissues and concludes with the clinically Churchill Livingstone: Edinburgh. 1981 . vital statement that 'Simplistic generalizations such as "all antibiotics get into all joints" are dangerous and This is the fourth volume of the series 'Practical Methods may seriously compromise care.' Perhaps equally in Clinical Immunology' and deals with the commonest important in terms of clinical management is the chapter group of immunological diseases, those of the con-on joint temperature by Alistair Kennedy. The basis nective tissues. The book is divided into 2 distinct of clinical thermography in rheumatology is the assumpsections with about two-thirds of the text allocated to a tion that the measurement of infrared radiation from
